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simple square plan
with a flat roof, square
openings, square
decoration to columns

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Circa 1910 -

Circa 1960s -

ive arch façade,
new flat roof,
new pitched roof,
arches added in walls

four arch façade,
square openings with glass louvres,
filled in arch above, and bricked up
column decoration

January - February 2016
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Circa 1840 - a
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January - February 2016
The work begins by removing all the cement plaster from the
facades, and investigating the flat roof. We discover many
things;
West arched façade (circa 1910)
• The brick to the arched façade are big - confirming a
different age to the main building
• The arches have reinforcing rods below, and the brickwork
has old metal stitching
• The roof is a Madras terrace with one layer of terracotta tiles
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The main building (circa 1840)
• The columns and turrets used to have decorative recesses
perhaps for oil or butter lamps
• The windows at one time had arched decoration above.
• There were many more cracks and bad repairs from the
past below the cement concrete.
• There are four bricked-in air-vents to the West and East
façades, suggesting ventilation holes when the solid shutters
were closed.
• The four circular columns around the tomb were badly in
need of good repair.
Work carried out - as well as removing cement plaster
• Lime preparation & tests
• Brick preparation & tests
• Trial repair brickwork.
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Discoveries
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What to do next
• Brickwork and Lintols
• Flat roof repair

•
•
•
•

•

•
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Work carried out - as well as removing cement plaster
• Lime & Tests
• Bricks & Tests
• Trial Repair Brickwork
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DSCN0926

The West arched façade as the plaster was removed January 2016

DSCN1183

The West arched façade with metal propping to avoid movement when the flat
roof is removed and temporary roof to protect the tomb during the works
January 2016

Makam Dato Koyah
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West Arched Façade

The West arched façade - metal hoarding to allow the
windows and security bars to be removed and keep the
site secure, whilst protecting the passers by.
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The West arched façade when the HMP was being written - 2015

The West arched façade and North lane as the plaster was removed
January 2016

DSCN1031

The West arched façade and north lane with metal propping to avoid movement
when the flat roof is removed and temporary roof to protect the tomb during the
works January 2016
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West Arched Façade

DSCN1184

The West arched façade hidden behind
protective hoarding
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The West arched façade and north lane, when the HMP was being prepared 2015
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DSCN0582
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IMG_8949

IMG_5374

IMG_1658
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The North wall and Dato Koyah Lane, before, following removal of the
hawker canopy and as investigation work began

DSCN0264
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The North wall following initial investigation - the
wall was carefully stripped of cement plaster and
the square bricked-in recesses to the columns
were found (above) the in fill brick was removed
and ½” of salt laden mortar removed too (right)

North Façade

DSCN0916
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DSCN0427
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IMG_8967

DSCN015

The South façade cleaned of cement render, before the brick in fill were removed, there is still a
lot of cement stuck to the bricks.

DSCN0601

The south façade - brick infill removed from the niches, and ½”
mortar removed from between the bricks, to remove salts.
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South Façade
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The south façade - walls all covered in cement render
and acrylic paint 2015

2016 interior tomb protected whist the walls were cleared of cement render.

DSCN0890

DSCN0883

2016 the green paint was removed from the grey mosaic tiles, then the tiles were
carefully hacked off.
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Columns

There was no evidence of any lime plaster from
the original construction time, which meant that
these columns had been cleaned of lime plaster
and cement had been used for many many years.
There were some very bad cement repairs

DSCN0979

Large areas of original brick were
missing - to help bond the old
mortar and brick, lime water was
sprayed over the damaged areas.
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2014 interior with plaster-glass ceiling concealing the roof timbers attacked by
termites. The four columns are covered in mosaic tiles from the 1970s
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DSCN0556

P1110923
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Plan of cracks

11 interior

CRACK 3 2014
IMG_6614

CRACK 3 2016
DSCN0204

In 2015 the cracks which were visible through the cement render,
were monitored for movement.
In 2016 the cement render was removed and revealed bigger cracks
and very poor repair work using cement rather than lime mortar.
We found many many more cracks and bad repairs than could be
seen when covered with cement render - the following pages show
what the removal of the cement render revealed.

seen with plaster finish

7 Exterior

seen with plaster finish

& exterior
17 interior
after exposed brickwork
Makam Dato Koyah
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Brick Work Condition
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Crack 6 ext

This is not a recent crack as it shows an old metal stitching bar
embedded in the wall, over time the salts carried by rising damp
have caused it to corrode

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Crack 5 ext

The cracks runs from the top of the
parapet to the arch

Crack 21 the base of the
reinforcing bars are tucked
into the cornice, causing
them to crack and fall off

Façade West External A
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The West façade exterior - on gridline A - added circa 1910

6

The West façade interior - on gridline A - added circa 1910

Reinforcing bars to each archway

Crack 6 int

poor patch work on the inside
face of the stitch bar

Crack 5 int
Reinforcing bars

missing bricks and crack to the cornice

Column A2a int

patched area of brickwork using broken bricks and cement

Not original to the structural arch, added later, now
corroded. See engineer's details for replacement

Makam Dato Koyah
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Façade West Internal A
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2a

5

B

A
B

DSCN1216

A
B
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A

DSCN0615
DSCN1186

A
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B

IMG_6809

Brick parapet wall 1A/B…

..built together with the flat roof and the arched façade in circa 1910.
Damaged through rotting beams and ground movement
Junctions with main building tower/ turret and front façade have pulled away.
Water drainage pipe needs to be reviewed.

DSCN0583

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

1

Façade North B to A

DSCN1227
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B
A
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B

A

DSCN1206
DSCN1208

A

B
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DSCN1207

DSCN1214

Brick parapet wall 3bA/B…

B
A
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DSCN1213

3b

Façade South A to B

DSCN1198
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… built together with the flat roof and
the arched façade in circa 1910.
Damaged through rotting beams and
ground movement.
Junctions with main building tower/
turret and front façade have pulled away.
Water drainage pipe missing and beam
bellow totally decayed

9
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18

19

D2

w1

The West façade exterior - on gridline B - circa 1840

DSCN0225

Brickwork cracked at junction with the
granite corbel as well as above w2
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Crack 9 int

The ‘ogee’ arch was added when the original lintol was removed
- in order to make a grand doorway once the new arched
entrance wall was built. It has been repaired badly with cement

Façade West External B

Crack 19 ext

Cracked above W1,
rotten joists and
damaged and missing
cornice.
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Crack 18 ext

DSCN1112

DSCN0218

DSCN0222
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Walls above w2, D2 and w1 and are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintol to create the arched recessed panel circa 1910 which was filled in with brick in the 1960s renovation work.

9
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19

18

D2

w2

The West façade interior - on gridline B - added circa 1840

Crack 19 int

Area above W1 internal lintol replaced,
brickwork patched with cement, wall
above in poor condition

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Crack 9 int

Area above D2 internal brickwork has fallen apart following the
removal of the outer lintol and the creation of the ogee arch
replacing the lintol and reducing the area of support.

Façade West Interior

Crack 18 int

Area above W2 internal lintol replaced,
brickwork in poor condition as support
lintol now damaged with termites.
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Walls above w2, D2 and w1 and are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintol to create the external arched recessed panel circa 1910.

3/10
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w10

2/11

D3

The South façade exterior - circa 1840

Walls above w10, D3 and w9 are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintols to create
the arched recessed panel circa 1910. this was bricked up in the 1960s to recreate a smooth surface.

w9

D3 is the original main entrance.
The side facing brickwork under w10 and w9 could have been decorative panels to emphasize the entrance.
NOTE: the cracks have been badly repaired over the years using black Ordinary Portland cement mortar.

Crack 4 ext …

… with cement
render repairs and
many damaged
bricks

Makam Dato Koyah
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1

Façade South Exterior

Crack 2 ext /
11 int with

Area above left
of W9 badly
repaired broken
bricks, using OP
cement.

multiple issues, to
be rebuilt with
matching bricks in
larger areas of
cracking
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4
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The roof was originally flat with flat terracotta tile and lime concrete finish. In the 1910 postcard we can
see a pitched roof. The four end turrets show opened brickwork where the turret joins the walls, this
may have been caused by the force of the four corner sloping rafters for the pitched roof.

11/2

w9

10/3

CONSERVATION WORKS

1 interior

4 interior

w10

D3

The South façade interior - circa 1840

Crack 11 int /
2 ext original

timber lintol to the
interior but
exterior lintol
missing, causing
weakness to the
wall.

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Façade South Interior

Crack 10 int /
3 ext timber
lintol appears to
have been replaced at some
stage, disturbing
the brickwork .

Crack 4 brickwork
disturbed by replacement of
lintol and movement in SW
turret over time.
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Walls above w9, D3 and w10 are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintol to create the arched recessed panel circa 1910. The current windows are not original and the wall below has been raised

exterior

w8

14

exterior

w7

12

exterior

w6

W6 shows the arch
without the infill
brick. Note: the
brickwork next to
the column appears
to be ‘unzipping - as
the turret / tower
moved outwards.
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13

The East façade exterior - circa 1840

Crack 12 ext

From the arch to
the top of the
cornice, and to
the side of the
column, this was
visible through
the render and
was being
monitored

Crack 13 ext

Visible through the render, was monitored,
seemed to be stable though badly repaired

Makam Dato Koyah
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Crack 14 ext

With old metal stitching corroded by the salts in the wall this is an old crack and did not show through the cement
render, only visible once the render was removed.

Façade East Exterior
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Walls above w8, w7 are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintol to create the arched recessed
panel circa 1910. This was bricked up in the 1960s to recreate a smooth surface, but left the wall weakened

13

14

w6
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12

w7

w8

The East façade interior - circa 1840

Crack 12 int

From the internal
lintol to the top of
the cornice. The
lintol could possibly
be original as the
internal wall was
not disturbed,
however the
forming of the
external arch has
weakened the
overall wall.

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Façade East Interior

Crack 14 int

A horizontal metal
stitching has held
this wall together
despite a lot of
disturbance from
the removal of
lintols for arches
and new windows.

Crack 13 int

Was visible through
the cement render
and monitored loss of structural
support following
the removal and
lintols and creation
of external arches
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Walls above w6, w7 and w8 are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintol to create the external arched recessed panel circa 1910. w7 and w9 appear to
have lost the internal lintol and the space has been bricked up. Thus the support for the upper wall has been compromised. Cracks 12 and 14 were evident through the
former cement render, but crack 14 was only evident once the cement was removed. The metal stitching found had therefore stabilised the movement.

w4

w3

The North façade exterior - circa 1840

NOTE: the cracks have been badly repaired over the
years using black Ordinary Portland cement mortar.
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Walls above w5, w4, w3 are badly cracked following the removal of the original lintol to create the arched recessed
panel circa 1910. This was bricked up in the 1960s to recreate a smooth surface, but left the wall weakened.

Crack 15 ext

Caused after the original external lintol was
removed to create the archway, and not
replaced when the arch was bricked up to
recreate the flat surface. This caused a
weakening of the wall

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016
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Crack 7 ext

Caused after the original external lintol was
removed to create the archway, and not replaced
when the arch was bricked up to recreate the flat
surface. This cause a weakening of the wall and
cornice above w4. This crack was monitored.

Crack 16 ext

Caused after the original external lintol was
removed to create the archway, and not replaced
when the arch was bricked up to recreate the flat
surface. This cause a weakening of the wall and
cornice above w3.

Façade North Exterior

Crack 16 ext

Part of a generally
decayed wall which has
been badly patched over
time using unsuitable
materials.

Façade North Exterior
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w5
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7

15

7 interior

15 interior

w4

w3

The North façade interior - circa 1840

w5

Walls above w3, w4, w5 are badly cracked following the removal of the original external timber lintol - to create the arched recessed panel
circa 1910. For w3 the internal lintol has also been replaced. As a result the support for the wall has been weakened, and the wall cracked.

NOTE: the cracks have been badly repaired over the years using black Ordinary
Portland cement mortar. The wall below the windows has also been raised.

Crack 7 int

Possibly original
lintol, but the arch
externally has
weakened the wall

Crack 15 int

Possibly original
lintol, the arch
externally has
weakened the wall

Crack 16 int

View of poor repairs and replaced internal timber lintol, with
patched up brickwork

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Façade North Interior
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16 interior

Inside lintol

bricked in arch

Inside lintol
middle

middle

timber frame

Thin timber frame
glass louvres
Circa 1910 - the outer lintol was
removed and bricked up, and a
thick frame was added below.
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Circa 1840s - three timber
lintols creating a strong square
opening in the 18” wall

Circa 1960s - outside lintol
missing, arch bricked up, thin
frame replacing outside lintol

DSCN0560

View of inside
and middle
lintol from
room interior

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Brick Work Openings
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Inside lintol
middle
outside lintol

understanding the site

brickwor
k

20160223

brickwork
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IMG_5429
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DSCN0512

Bricked in niche-

An OGEE - shaped

probably from the 1960s bricks were removed and
stored, lime was tested

arch had been cut into
the brick and formed with
the lime plaster.

WHAT ARE THEY FOR ?
They were a feature of
many Islamic buildings
of the day
Were they for oil
lamps? - but no soot
found!

Blue Lime Wash
colour was found
untouched - the
original layer.

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

DSCN1113

Brick Work Niches

understanding the site

Behind the Cement - on
all external columns we found
bricked up niches. The first
discovery blew us away!

DSCN0511

_DSC0117
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IMG_5425

been cut into these bricks creating
Islamic style decorative feature

Sketch location plan- showing the position of the openings allowing for
cross ventilation from west to each and visa versa

WHAT ARE THEY FOR ?
To keep the inside free
from damp when the
doors and shutters
were closed.
DSCN1149

DSCN1109

In fill bricks- were removed and stored. The opening in the wall is all the way through - was it made like that or
was it cut out later?

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Brick Work Air-Vents
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An OGEE - shaped arch has also

understanding the site
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IMG_6682

change in colour of
the mortar from
orange to white and
the random
brickwork meant
this was an opening
filled in with new
bricks and mortar.

20160223

What’s This?- a

porch /
verandah

main
hall

The junction between the porch flat roof
and the main hall pitched roof - is a great
big mess!!
pitched roof

DSCN1013
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Porch flat roof - cut open to understand how it fits with the
pitched roof

Time to measure up, replace and renew
where necessary using matching materials

main hall

porch /
verandah

joist
DSCN1220

The porch roof joists barely sits on the main wall! -

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

main
hall

DSCN1041

Large timber piece sits on the loadbearing wall

Flat Roof Junction
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DSCN1046

Loadbearing
wall

porch /
verandah

main
hall

pitch roof

understanding the site

flat roof

20160223

main hall

CONSERVATION WORKS

(1)
tile
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batten

Madras Terrace
roof
Checking the depth
and composition of the
layers found on the flat
roof.
Will need to test the
materials
Including testing for
Jaggery sugar
(starch?)
20160211

1810 / 1825 East India Guide and Vade Mecum

As there are no ceilings in India, each joist is neatly finished, having
its lower edges rounded off with a beading plane.
At right angles with the joists, smaller battens called burgahs, are
laid, three or four inches wide, by about two or three deep or visa
versa. These are nailed upon the joists at such parallel distances,
generally about seven or eight inches, as may allow a large kind of
tile to be laid on them.
(Option 1)
Over the tiles, rubbish, rather dry, and about four or five inches deep,
is patted down gently, by some dozen men, women and children,
who, squatting like monkeys on their haunches, and having batons
about a cubit long, and of a trowel shape, though not obtuse,
continually beat the materials till they become perfectly compact.

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Flat Roof Layers

(Option 2)
The better method, and in more general use, is, instead
of rubbish, to put on a coarser kind of mortar, well
worked up, but not very moist; which is beat in the
same mode. (1)
After this has been duly compacted, though not quite
dry, another coating of two or three inches, and of finer
materials, is put on, and beat in like manner; (2)
Then a third, perhaps only and inch deep, of still finer
materials; (3)
and ultimately, the whole is coated for about half an
inch depth with the finest ingredients mixed, after being
sifted through a coarse cloth, with jaggery (4)( molasses
or coarse sugar) and by some with peas-meal, called
besun, which the natives consider to be peculiarly
valuable in cement.
27

understanding the site

(4)

(3)
(2)

20160223

cement repair

CONSERVATION WORKS

DSCN0989

The sloping rafter from the ridge to north west
turret, rotted. The turret brickwork hacked and bits
and pieces of timbers added

Corner turrets
brickwork opening up

New timbers were added either side of the
rotten rafter
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WHAT ‘s UP?

pitched
roof
DSCN1003
DSCN1043

Turret brick wall hacked to make
room for the rafter

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Originally built with a
flat roof, the wall and
turret structure was not
designed with a pitched
roof in mind. It had to
be fitted in - OOOPS
A lot of damage needs
to be rectified

Concrete bricks used to support new
rafter, patch after patch after patch

Turrets & Roof

28

understanding the site

DSCN0987

20160223

Flat
roof

DSCN0125
DSCN0059

Tools of the trade - all hand tools

DSCN0124

The cement stuck to the brickwork and had to
be taken off in order for the new plaster to stick

DSCN0476

CONSERVATION WORKS

WHAT ‘s UP?
Cement render is no good for old brick walls
as they need to breath - Lime plaster is the
best - so we need to remove the cement
without damaging the bricks - not an easy
task.

Drill attachments also used
very carefully

Grinding was done when the cement was really
tough to remove

DSCN0279

DSCN0058

DSCN0126

Remove by cutting the cement into small
areas, then chisel each small section

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

DSCN0333

Tools of the trade - wire
brush wears out very quickly

Cleaning Off Cement

Most of the work was done my wire brush, the
final task was to remove ½” of mortar joints
29

preparing for repair

DSCN0127

20160223
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Cement render from top to bottom, covering
all the decorative elements. On soft brick
how to get off?

CONSERVATION WORKS

Drilling into the
mortar joint and
collecting the
mortar dust
ready for
testing checking the
composition
and salts

Taking samples
from different
levels to see if
the entire wall
had absorbed
salts.
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DSCN0345

These
samples were
taken at the
bottom ,
middle and
top of the wall
- the darker
bottom one is
the wettest.

WHAT ‘s UP?
Brick walls suck up ground moisture which contains
harmful salts - by taking mortar samples from three
different levels we may see how high the salts go.
We also test for the composition of the mortar
Sand, brick dust, lime and..?

IMG_1787

Makam Dato Koyah
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Researching Materials

30
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preparing for repair

IMG_1786

CONSERVATION WORKS

Existing bricks taken in
order to test their
compressive strength

IMG_3274

Measuring up ready for possible
manufacture
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Newly made bricks from the
factory
IMG_3277

MDK bricks will be made
especially for the project,
existing new bricks are too
big.
IMG_3279

Makam Dato Koyah
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New Old Bricks

Brick walls are badly
damaged with salts and
cement and recycled bricks
are difficult to find.
New bricks need to be made
to the same small size.
Wood-fired kiln is best as its
close to the original method
of manufacture in the 1840s
30
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WHAT ‘s UP?

IMG_3278

preparing materials

Happy discovery a wood fired kiln in Penang (mainland)

The bricks were covered in
old mortar and cement and
full of salts, this is why we
soak and scrub off the
cement / mortar layers

DSCN1161

Soaking bricks
in clean water
to remove salts
Making sure old brick are cleaned of old mortar both lime
and cement
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Change the
water many
times
DSCN0892

DSCN1099

DSCN1188

DSCN1104

Sorting the bricks,- full size, half and pieces

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Breaking into pieces and making Surkhi
- brick dust

Original Bricks

Storing Surkhi - brick dust - ready for use
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DSCN0895

CONSERVATION WORKS

Why clean?

preparing materials

DSCN0955

Checking
every sand
batch to
ensure it’s
clean. Dirty
sand cannot
be used

DAY 1, poor and store in clean
tong - lime water from blue bag
putty lime

DAY 1, poor solid putty into clean
tong - 3 bags putty = 1 tong

DAY 1, no water visible covering lime
putty - store with an airtight lid.
ALWAYS date the tong when the
batch was stored - e.g. 2nd february
2016

DSCN1101

DSCN1036

DAY 3 lime has settled and the water
begins to rise, remove and store
excess lime water leave 1” covering

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Day 10- scoop out and check how
solid - lime putty still too “thin” to use
- needs to fatten up.
• Keep removing the excess water
every few days
• Always leave 1” to 2” of water on
top
• Seal with an airtight lid.

“Fattening” Putty Lime

3 month stored lime putty - stands
up on its own! Perfect to use.
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DSCN0963

preparing materials

DSCN0959
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DSCN0962

DSCN1137

DSCN1120

Find the bricks and brick pieces that fit the space,
check for size and alignment

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Start rebuilding the column, bedding the brick in
the soft lime mortar.

Bricks - Test Repair

Prepare materials, clean brick
pieces, full brick and lime mortar

DSCN1145

Fill in deep areas with small
broken brick pieces and lime
mortar, then allow to dry slowly,
spraying with lime water every
few days
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Cleaning out the old mortar to make sure the new
mortar can bond to the bricks. Also spray with lime
water to help old mortar strengthen

DSCN1140

testing technique
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Removing the cement and tiles revealed bad repairs
and very wet brickwork, there was a lot of damage
underneath the tiles

DSCN1116
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DSCN0892

CONSERVATION WORKS

20151228 - Engineers in discussion YAA and MBPP Jabatan Warisan,
during preliminary investigations

20151218 - ThinkCity ‘kick-off’ meeting with Dr Neil & Co

DSCN0338

DSCN0336

DSCN1050

20160106 - Engineer checking the
site of the old bound ditch

20160106 - Engineer explaining the
need to prop the facade

20160205 - ThinkCity Dr Neil inspecting our investigation work

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Technical Site Visits

sharing discoveries

20151102 - Engineers taking a look
at the uncovered - bricked up niches
during the investigation phase
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20151211 -

20160126 - PHT (trial run, testing our technique)

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Visitors

20160212 - Khazanah Nasional Berhad & ThinkCity
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sharing discoveries

Chief Minister
of Penang
during the
announcement
of part funding
for the project

CONSERVATION WORKS

2016 - conserve
+ add back return
wall concept for
stability

2016 - conserve all
decorative features to
the columns and
towers / turrets

brickwork

Circa 1840 return to the
original
philosophy

3 matching lintols
timber frame
iron bars
shutters

Makam Dato Koyah
February 2016

Vision - Forward

Circa 1910 - the most complete
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2016 - conserve (keep current small finials)

